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bstract

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA’s) Process Safety Management (PSM) regulation was promulgated in 1992. The
.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) corresponding Risk Management Program (RMP) rule followed in 1996. Both programs include

equirements for triennial compliance audits. Effective compliance audits are critical in identifying program weaknesses and ensuring the safety
f facility personnel and the surrounding public.

Large companies with corporate and facility health, safety, and environmental groups typically have the resources and experience to conduct
udits internally, either through a corporate audit team or the sharing of personnel between multiple facilities. Small to medium sized businesses
requently do not have the expertise or the resources to perform compliance audits, and rely on third-party consultants to provide these services.

This paper will discuss the observations of the authors in performing audits and working with PSM/RMP programs across a number of market

ectors (e.g. chemical, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, food and beverage, water treatment), including effective practices, hurdles to successful
mplementation and execution of programs, and typical program shortcomings. The paper will also discuss steps to improve the audit process and
ncrease effectiveness whether performed by a third party or internally.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The management of safety and risk represents a tremendous
nd ever changing challenge for industry. In recent years, a num-
er of catastrophic accidents in industry have drawn attention to
he safety of processes involving certain regulated substances.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s
OSHA’s) Process Safety Management (PSM) regulation was
romulgated in 1992 to address process safety concerns. The
.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) correspond-

ng Risk Management Program (RMP) rule followed in 1996.
everal states have also enacted similar programs. These process

afety regulations include requirements for triennial compliance
udits.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 410 356 3108x239; fax: +1 410 356 3109.
E-mail addresses: jbirkmire@taiengineering.com (J.C. Birkmire),

im.lay21045@gmail.com (J.R. Lay), mmcmahon@gpworldwide.com
M.C. McMahon).
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The process safety regulations are performance based, and
uite non-prescriptive. The compliance audit requirement in
SHA 29CFR1910.119(o), Process Safety Management of
ighly Hazardous Chemicals [1], is presented in Fig. 1. Require-
ents under the RMP rule and state programs are similar.
Effective compliance audits are critical in identifying pro-

ram weaknesses and ensuring the safety of facility personnel
nd the surrounding public. Properly conducted compliance
udits can also reduce the risks of serious compliance problems
uring OSHA or EPA inspections.

Large companies with both corporate and facility environ-
ental, health, and safety (EH&S) groups typically have the

esources and experience to conduct audits internally, either
hrough a corporate audit team or the sharing of personnel
etween multiple facilities. Small to medium sized companies
requently do not have the expertise or the resources to perform
ompliance audits, and rely on third-party consultants to provide
hese services.
Since compliance audits are required, the question is not
Is this necessary?” but “How can this process be utilized to
aximize the return on investment?” for safety and financial

onsiderations.
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coordinate responsibilities with the other team members and
Fig. 1. OSHA’s PSM compliance audit requirements.

Effective audits will seek not only to ensure compliance with
he regulations but to identify areas for improvement. Audits
an identify ineffective or wasteful policies and practices. This is
specially important in today’s operating environment of “better
esults with fewer resources”.

The audit process involves three main steps:

planning;
performance;
follow-up.

. Audit planning

The first phase in the audit cycle is planning. Failure to ade-
uately plan an audit reduces the efficiency of the audit and will
ecessitate either a longer audit period or a less comprehensive
eview. Good organization and preparation are critical in per-
orming a successful audit.

Planning discussions should be initiated approximately 2
onths prior to the audit. The audit should be scheduled far

nough in advance to ensure that key facility personnel can be
ade available to the audit team.
Coordination between the third party auditor and the facility

s essential in the planning phase. Audit planning responsibilities
nclude the following:

Facility
◦ designating a facility point of contact;
◦ providing pre-read materials;
◦ establishing the audit schedule (shared).
Auditor
◦ organizing the audit team;
◦ providing the audit protocol;
◦ establishing the audit schedule (shared).
.1. Facility point of contact

The point of contact (POC) is responsible for coordina-
ion of the audit schedule, daily communication with the
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uditors, and logistical concerns such as auditor workspace.
udits performed without a POC or with multiple POCs
ill invariably be beset by communication issues and

chedule breakdowns, sharply reducing the audit’s effecti-
eness.

The POC does not need to be well-versed in all elements
f the process safety program but should have a general under-
tanding of the facility, processes, and program elements. More
mportantly, the POC should be able to direct the auditors to the
roper personnel to discuss items in detail. The POC is respon-
ible for ensuring that personnel are available as needed during
he process.

.2. Pre-read materials

The facility should provide pre-read materials to the audit
eam ahead of the scheduled audit. This material should include:

process safety program policies and procedures;
covered process system descriptions/process flow diagrams
(PFDs);
sample operating procedure;
sample process hazard analysis (PHA);
previous compliance audit.

This information can generally be e-mailed or copied to elec-
ronic media for transmittal, as the quantity of material can be
onsiderable, even for small facilities. Sample materials are best
elected by the auditors from a complete list of available pro-
edures/PHAs. These should be chosen randomly to obtain a
epresentative sample.

A review of these pre-read materials will provide the audit
eam with a basic background on the facility operations and
rocess safety program. Reviewing this information ahead of
ime facilitates a more focused audit and allows the auditors
o ask directed questions. The auditors will also be able to use
his information to confirm that actual practice conforms to the
ocumented procedures.

.3. Organizing the audit team

The number of audit team members is dependent on the
ize and complexity of the facility. A two person team is usu-
lly sufficient for most small to medium sized facilities. For
mall facilities with a basic covered process, a one person
eam may be adequate. However, the audit process will gen-
rally benefit from multiple perspectives of at least two team
embers.
The audit team should assign a lead auditor. This person will

ave experience, knowledge, and training in the performance of
udits and the process safety standards. The lead auditor will
oordinate schedule and other details with the facility POC. At
east one member of the team must be knowledgeable in the
rocess (this may be a facility resource). The team may also
nclude an auditor-in-training.
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.4. Audit protocol

Many larger companies have established audit protocols
nd guidelines. The same is true for process safety consul-
ants providing these services. The EPA has compiled a guid-
nce document “Guidance for Auditing Risk Management
lans/Programs under Clean Air Act Section 112(r)” [2]. Sim-

larly, OSHA has issued the directive “CPL 02-02-045-CPL 2-
.45A CH-1-Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous
hemicals—Compliance Guidelines and Enforcement Proce-
ures” [3]. The checklists provided in these documents can serve
s the basis for the audit or used as supplemental aids.

Audit checklists are excellent tools for ensuring that all
equired components of the process safety program are covered.
hey are not a panacea, however, and the value of the audit is
till largely determined by the skill and experience of the audi-
ors. The audit team should be able to call on their background
nowledge and training to identify exemplary areas that do not
equire further attention and potentially weak areas that should
e examined in more detail.

As an example of proper use of the checklist, consider the
echanical Integrity requirement that inspections and tests on

rocess equipment follow recognized and generally accepted
ood engineering practice for inspection and testing procedures.
s part of this checklist item, the auditor should consider the

nspection code(s) followed, type of inspection method(s) used,
umber and locations of measurements collected, qualifications
f the inspector, and other related items.

The completed checklists serve as documentation of the audit
rocess, an important consideration should the validity of the
udit be questioned. The facility will be able to demonstrate
hat all required program elements were examined through a
ystematic approach.

.5. Audit schedule

An audit schedule should be prepared ahead of time and dis-
ributed to facility personnel, preferably at least 2 weeks before
he audit. The schedule should not be inflexible, but used as a
uide. Flexibility on the parts of the facility and the audit team
s required for an effective audit. Facility personnel should be

ade available to the auditors but unforeseen circumstances will
nvariably arise that will require a reshuffling of the schedule.
dditionally, some program elements may be satisfactory, while
ther may require a more in-depth look (and more time).

A list of positions or functional areas to be interviewed should
e prepared by the audit team and presented to the facility. With
mall to mid-sized facilities, some of these positions will be
andled by the same person.

The primary process safety program coordinator and any-
ne with responsibility for a particular program element should
e interviewed. Additionally, the following roles should be

ncluded, at a minimum:

engineering manager;
process engineer;
operations manager;

3
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m
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maintenance manager;
health safety and environmental manager(s);
training manager;
storeroom clerk;
operator (2);
maintenance trades (2);
contractors (2).

he latter three should not be scheduled but selected at random
uring the audit to ensure a representative sample is achieved.

The duration of the audit is dependent on several factors,
ncluding the following:

size of the facility;
number of covered processes;
size of the audit team;
current status of the process safety program.

For example, small municipal water treatment plants or food
nd beverage sites covered due to ammonia refrigeration systems
an be thoroughly audited by a two person team in two on-
ite days. Small to mid-sized chemical plants can generally be
udited by a two person team in 3–4 days.

. Audit performance

Proper preparation is important in successful audits, but even
ood planning cannot overcome poor performance of the audit
eam. Poor performance can include failure to:

address all required elements;
understand the facility operating environment;
include all personnel with key responsibilities, including
hourly employees;
perform adequate spot checks.

It is important to remember that an audit is just that. The goal
s not to review every detail of a program, but to evaluate repre-
entative samples of the program’s implementation to establish
he effectiveness in complying with the regulations. Areas found
o be potentially deficient can be followed up on to more clearly
esolve the extent and source of compliance problems.

The following steps are part of a successful audit:

kick-off meeting;
salaried employee interviews;
hourly employee and contractor interviews;
documentation spot check;
field spot check;
close-out meeting.

.1. Kick-off meeting
On the morning of the first day of the audit, a kick-off meet-
ng should be held with key stakeholders. The purpose of this

eeting is to discuss audit goals, schedule, and resources. The
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eeting should include the facility manager, POC, department
eads, and the audit team.

The kick-off meeting should be followed by a facility tour to
rient the audit team to the facility and processes.

.2. Salaried employee interviews

Interviews should be conducted with salaried employees with
irect responsibility for one or more of the process safety pro-
ram elements. Additional interviews should be conducted with
ersonnel key in executing program requirements (e.g. process
ngineer). Interviews should be scheduled ahead of time to
nsure interviewee availability. The interview length will vary
epending on the element(s) covered. Basic elements such as
ot Work can be covered in one half-hour or less. One hour is
enerally sufficient to cover most elements. Elements such as
echanical Integrity may take longer than 1 h, or require mul-

iple interviews.

.3. Hourly employee and contractor interviews

Operators and maintenance personnel are valuable sources of
nformation during audits and should not be overlooked. They
re intimately involved in the day-to-day operations and their
nderstanding and execution of process safety requirements are
rucial in the success of any program.

These interviews should not be scheduled ahead of time and
nterviewees should be selected at random to provide a realis-
ic perspective. At least two operators should be interviewed,
referably one with extensive experience and one relatively new
o the position. It is also advisable to select operators on differ-
nt shifts. This may not always be possible, but the diversity in
perator perspectives is desirable.

Similarly, at least two maintenance tradespersons involved
n work on covered processes should be interviewed. The same
ogic applies to selecting these interviews (e.g. a pipefitter and
n instrument technician).

The employee may be nervous about the prospect of talk-
ng with the auditor and may be hesitant to provide neg-
tive feedback if they sense that it will be traced back to
hem and there might be punitive consequences. The audi-
or should first discuss the purpose with their supervisor and
xplain the importance of honest feedback. These interviews
hould be conducted in private without the presence of facility
anagement.
The auditor should hold an open discussion to allow the

mployee to talk freely and then ease into specific questions.
onversations should be limited in duration, especially if the
mployee is being made available during their break. Fifteen to
0 min is generally sufficient time to conduct the interview.

Contractors should not be overlooked in the audit process.
rocess safety incidents frequently occur during shutdowns and

urnarounds where contractors are heavily utilized. The same

rocedure for hourly employees applies to contractors. At least
ne contractor that frequently performs work for the facility
nd one contractor that occasionally provides services should
e interviewed.
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Contractors may not be on-site during the audit. If this occurs,
rrangements should be made with the POC to conduct phone
nterviews.

.4. Documentation spot check

The amount of documentation required for process safety
rograms can be quite substantial. It is impossible (and unnec-
ssary) to review all documentation in detail. If issues are raised
uring a spot check that indicate a potential systemic issue, these
hould be followed up on as time allows or reported as an area
or follow-up by the facility. Good judgment is essential in deter-
ining how much time to invest in follow-up during the audit.
Documentation may be maintained in one central location or

ay be located in multiple areas around the facility. Regardless
f their location, the documents requested should be quickly and
irectly retrieved by facility personnel—regulatory personnel
ill expect this and failure to quickly locate requested docu-
ents is a “red flag” for the audit team. Some of the required

ocumentation should be reviewed ahead of time as part of the
re-read material. Additional documents to spot check include:

hazard assessments;
process safety information;
PHAs;
equipment files;
inspection and test results;
hot work permits;
training records;
operating procedures;
management of change records;
incident investigations;
emergency response plan.

.5. Field spot check

Piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) and equip-
ent files should be spot checked in the field to verify their

ccuracy. Two to three randomly selected moderately detailed
&IDs of covered processes are generally sufficient for a spot
heck. Minor discrepancies between P&IDs and the field should
e expected. However, major errors may indicate larger systemic
ssues related to document control and management of change.

When performing the field walkthrough, the auditors should
lso observe the “state of the facility”. This includes general
ousekeeping, evidence of non-destructive examination such as
nspection ports, equipment numbering, flexible hose storage
nd maintenance, and similar items.

While observations in the field may not necessarily reflect
oncompliance with regulatory requirements, the observations
re good indicators of the general facility commitment to opera-
ional excellence and safety, and can identify areas for follow-up.
or instance, unlabeled tanks increase the learning curve and the
ikelihood of errors for operations and maintenance. This should
e discussed as part of the training element. Field checks also
rovide an excellent opportunity for identifying siting issues that
an be referenced when checking PHAs.
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The POC should be alerted to any unsatisfactory conditions
dentified in the field that require immediate attention.

.6. Close-out meeting

On the afternoon of the last day of the audit, a close-out meet-
ng should be held with key stakeholders. The purpose of this

eeting is to discuss the performance of the audit and prelimi-
ary findings. The meeting should include the facility manager,
OC, department heads, and the audit team. It should be noted

hat the findings are preliminary. Findings should be communi-
ated throughout the audit process so that there are no surprises
t the close-out.

The auditors must remain impartial during the process.
esults should be expressed objectively. Auditors should be
exible in considering additional information that they did not
ncover during initial interviews but should not bow to pressure
o alter findings if not warranted.

. Audit follow-up

Preparing for and conducting audits requires a significant
mount of effort on the parts of both facility personnel and the
udit team. Failure of the audit team and the facility to adequately
lose out the audit will negate much of the value of the audit and
imit its effectiveness. Follow-up includes the following:

fact checking;
report finalization;
resolution of findings.

.1. Fact checking

Questions posed by the audit team should be answered by the
acility to the extent possible during the audit itself. There may
e some items that require follow-up after the audit, especially
f key facility individuals were unavailable due to unforeseen
ircumstances. The facility should respond promptly to the audit
eam requests.

There may also be some issues that require clarification by
he audit team to finalize the audit findings. Follow-up may
equire researching OSHA and EPA interpretations and clarifi-
ations and other sources of best practices if there is uncertainty
r dispute on a particular finding. These items should also be
ddressed promptly following the audit. If this proves to be
mpossible, the issue should be included in the audit report for
acility or corporate follow up. The audit team should not remove
ndings from the final report based on actions taken by the facil-

ty since the completion of the audit.

.2. Report finalization

Preliminary findings are prepared for presentation in the

lose-out meeting and these findings are confirmed or modified
s necessary in the fact checking phase. The findings, includ-
ng areas of compliance and non-compliance as well as possible
ecommendations to improve program effectiveness, should be

t
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n
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ompiled into a formal document to present to facility manage-
ent for review and approval.
Findings and recommendations should be stated objectively

nd their basis should be provided. Recommendations not
equired for regulatory compliance should be differentiated. The
eport should also document the audit team’s qualifications and
he audit methodology used. Certification of the audit, includ-
ng signature and date, must be made by a responsible person,
enerally the lead auditor.

.3. Resolution of findings

Resolution of the audit findings is the facility’s responsibility.
indings must be addressed “promptly”. This topic is discussed
urther below. A priority scheme for addressing findings is crit-
cal in ensuring that those with highest priority are considered
rst. The priority scheme should establish deadlines for address-

ng items, and the deadlines should be enforced. If a deadline
annot be met, the reason for the extension and the new deadline
hould be documented and signed off on by facility management.
f previous audits have had poor follow-up, the importance of
imely resolution of audit findings should be stressed in writing
he final report.

A number of other program elements generate action items,
nd the same tracking system used for these action items may be
sed to track audit findings to conclusion. Facilities may disagree
ith audit findings and choose not to implement recommenda-

ions. Regardless of the decisions made, resolution of findings
nd timely implementation of corrective actions is extremely
mportant. Findings often reappear on subsequent audits with
o evidence of any consideration or progress. Proper tracking
nd documentation can avoid these “repeat offenses”.

. Typical process safety program pitfalls

Each facility’s process safety program will be different. Even
acilities in the same company and division operate in unique
nvironments. However, all programs must meet the minimum
equirements for regulatory compliance.

Each audit will also be unique, although the basic framework
nd steps should be the same. However, despite the differences
n approaches to process safety found across facilities and indus-
ries, the same program shortcomings are often found.

Ten of these common shortcomings are listed in Fig. 2 and
iscussed below (in no particular order). Note that some of the
iscussion below addresses areas not necessarily required by the
egulations but that may improve the effectiveness of process
afety programs.

.1. Undocumented program scope

A fence-to-fence approach for compliance with the process
afety regulations is not practical for all but the smallest facili-

ies, and has generally been abandoned in favor of a more effec-
ive process-based approach. Programs can include PSM/RMP
overed processes, as well as other processes representing sig-
ificant safety hazards. Facilities often reserve the right not
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Fig. 2. Typical PSM/RMP program shortcomings.

o apply the same level of scrutiny to non-PSM/RMP covered
ystems. Program scope is a critical element in process safety
rogram implementation, but is frequently undefined or poorly
ocumented.

A clearly defined program scope is strongly recommended
s an aid to OSHA and EPA inspectors, as well as to facility
mployees, in understanding the limits of coverage under PSM
nd RMP. This will greatly reduce confusion. The scope can
e discussed in an overall program “governing document” and
overed processes may also be shown visually on a plot plan. The
ationale for selecting covered processes should be documented,
ncluding the use of any allowed exemptions.

While not specifically required within the regulations, it is
uch harder to defend a program that has no written basis. This

s especially important in processes where there is no clear break
etween covered and non-covered sections. It is important that
he transitions to non-covered processes are appropriate and well
ocumented. The justification for determination of covered pro-
esses should be solid (e.g. could a process upset result in a
azardous condition downstream of the covered process bound-
ry?). The “break” points with systems such as non-company
wned pipelines should be clearly defined.

.2. Ineffective compliance audits

As discussed above, triennial compliance audits are required
s part of the regulations. Audits can be time and resource
onsuming, especially for smaller facilities where personnel
ulfill multiple roles in the process safety program framework,
nd audits can be disruptive of ongoing operations. While this
esource and time requirement may be burdensome, audits can
rovide critical feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of a
rogram. Some keys to a successful audit are discussed above.

Unfortunately, audit reports are often filed and forgotten. A
ycle of program enhancement initiatives followed by a 3-year
lide into inefficiency and ineffectiveness can result. It is man-
gement’s responsibility to ensure effective follow-up on audit
ndings and to prevent program slippage between audits.
.3. Unresolved action items

Failure to adequately address action items in a timely manner
s generally the biggest weakness in process safety programs. A

•
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umber of the initial and on-going requirements of the regula-
ions generate action items, including:

process hazard analyses;
pre-startup safety reviews;
compliance audits;
inspections and tests;
incident investigations.

It is critical to have an effective system and a champion in
lace to manage these action items to resolution. There are
umerous examples of successful paper-based and electronic
racking systems that can be used; whatever the system, all
ction items need to be dispositioned. Quite often, action items
hat arise are determined to be impractical, irrelevant, or other-
ise not worth pursuing. However, other action items address-

ng critical deficiencies are sometimes indefinitely deferred due
o resource constraints; this inaction can have serious conse-
uences.

The actions to be taken on audit findings should be docu-
ented and those selected for implementation acted on in a

imely manner. The authors have seen numerous examples of
ction items reappearing in audit after audit with no apparent
i.e. documented) follow-up or resolution.

Action items accepted for implementation need to be
ddressed “promptly”. This term can be highly subjective. It
s recommended as a rule of thumb that all action items be
ddressed within 6 months. As discussed above, a priority
cheme for addressing action items is critical in ensuring that
hose with highest priority are considered first.

An effective action item management system will also include
eriodic high level management review. Without this support,
he task of dispositioning action items will typically not be given
he priority needed and implementation of action items may lag.

.4. Missing or incomplete process safety information

The amount of process safety information (PSI) required
nder the PSM/RMP regulations is substantial. Small facilities
ay have this information available in a central location but it

s typically located in various areas around a facility. Enforced
ocument control procedures are vital in ensuring that required
nformation does not become lost or misplaced, and is easily
etrievable when needed (e.g. for maintenance or an OSHA
nspection). Facilities should consider consolidating equipment
les, inspection reports, etc. into one common file for ease of
rocess safety information retrieval. If one central location is not
ractical, the central process safety location should reference the
ocation of all required program files.

In addition to misplaced information, several elements of the
SI requirement are frequently overlooked. These include:

ventilation system design basis—for older existing buildings,

the design basis often has to be recreated.
relief system design basis—relief valve specification sheets
are often available but do not include the back-up calcula-
tions and assumptions used to determine required relieving
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rates. Relief valve inlet and outlet hydraulics are also often
undocumented.
hazardous effects of inadvertent mixing—many facilities rely
on Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) to provide chemical
information. However, MSDSs do not usually provide all of
the information required for this element.

Ironically, recent capital projects often have significantly
ncomplete equipment files. Project close-out can be haphazard
s attention is shifted to other priorities, and required equipment
ocuments can end up buried in the project files. To avoid this,
uidelines for project file content and turnover should be estab-
ished and enforced. Again, documentation control is critical so
hat the required information remains available when needed.

.5. Ineffective inspection and test program

The process safety regulations require that equipment be
nspected and maintained in accordance with recognized and
enerally accepted good engineering practice (RAGAGEP).
mall facilities often do not have the same access to in-house
echanical Integrity experts as do large refineries and chemical

lants, and may be unaware of or unfamiliar with the industry
nspection codes and standards and best practices.

Equipment integrity is also not the primary focus of inspec-
ions in some industries. For example, it has been the experience
f the authors that pharmaceutical plants are concerned first
ith product integrity issues. A properly designed inspection

nd test program will address both product integrity and equip-
ent integrity, but this is not always the case.
It is important to ensure that both the frequency and type of

nspections and tests are appropriate. Frequent inspections are
nefficient if the results continue to indicate that no degradation
s occurring. Conversely, infrequent inspections can fail to detect
ignificant integrity issues that could lead to an incident.

In following a risk based inspection approach, it is especially
mportant to document the basis for inspections. Inspection and
est programs are “evergreen”, and processes should be in place
o re-evaluate inspection type and frequency based on actual
ndings.

Inspections and tests must also be conducted by personnel
ith the appropriate training and qualifications. As an exam-
le, pressure vessel inspectors may be qualified through the
merican Petroleum Institute’s API-510 Inspector Certification
rogram or through their employer’s SNT-TC-1A based quali-
cation program [4].

Inspection procedures and inspector certifications should
e documented. If contract inspectors are used, the con-
ractor inspector certifications and inspection, qualification/
ertification, and quality assurance procedures should be
btained and kept on file.

.6. No periodic contractor evaluation
Contractors are an important consideration in the success of
ny process safety program. A significant percentage of inci-
ents occur during shutdowns and turnarounds, when usage of

u
m
i
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ontractors is prevalent. Procedures for initial contractor selec-
ion are typically well-documented and initial contractor selec-
ion is generally well considered.

However, the regulations also require that contractors be peri-
dically evaluated. There is often no formal procedure for doing
his, or the procedure is not followed, especially for contractors
ith a long-standing relationship with the facility. Collecting

nnual contractor illness and injury logs is important but not
ufficient. Audits of contractor safety programs, training, and
ocumentation should be performed in accordance with the reg-
lations. On-site performance should also be reviewed. This is
ften done through field spot checks.

.7. Unresponsive management of change process

The management of change (MOC) process is crucial in
nsuring that engineering, maintenance, operations, and other
hanges affecting covered processes are properly considered.
OC processes should be structured to provide a level of review

onsistent with the complexity of the change being considered.
areful attention should be paid to the logistics of the MOC
rocess to ensure appropriate and timely evaluation of planned
hanges. Failure to do so can result in an unresponsive process
hat will likely be avoided or “worked around” by facility per-
onnel.

Unresponsive MOC processes that bog down facility func-
ions will lead to frustration and inefficiency. A clear indication
f an unresponsive program is when steps are taken to avoid
nitiating the MOC process when it is clearly required.

As an example, the operations department of a plant created
work instructions” to supplement the official SOP proce-
ures. These work instructions were considered by opera-
ions to be exempt from MOC review for changes, but clearly
llowed significant changes to be made to SOPs without ade-
uate review. This dual system was created because oper-
ting changes required to keep the process running often
ook many days to be approved using the facility MOC
rogram.

MOC processes should be customized to the facility’s unique
perating environment; the key is to ensure that changes are
onsidered appropriately and in a responsive manner.

.8. Lack of understanding of program requirements

Facility employees (including both salaried and hourly) fre-
uently do not have a good understanding of process safety
rogram requirements and why these perceived “barriers” to
roductivity are in place. This can lead to failure to apply or inap-
ropriate application of program requirements. The root cause of
he lack of understanding should be addressed. Are the employ-
es given information on a “need to know” basis? Is refresher
raining adequate? Is there a lack of consistency between written
nd actual practice?
The best program on paper won’t be successful if it is not
nderstood by those charged with carrying out the daily require-
ents. This understanding can be deduced from interviews dur-

ng the audit process. A primary purpose of the regulations is
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o ensure the safety of employees, and it is important that this
nderlying goal is understood.

Actively engaging employees in PHAs, incident investiga-
ions, and safety review meetings and providing ready access to
afety information will facilitate understanding and emphasize
he importance of the program requirements from both regula-
ory and safety perspectives.

.9. Out-dated and obsolete written practices

Process safety programs are continually evolving, hopefully
owards greater efficiency and effectiveness. The written prac-
ices documenting the program frequently lag behind actual
ractice. It is important that written practices match execution.

As an example, a facility may switch from inspecting pressure
essels on a set basis to a risk-based approach. Written practices
ust be updated to reflect this. Auditors and regulators will

ompare documented practices to actual practices and question
hy the documented requirements are not followed, regardless
f which is more appropriate.

Written practices should be reviewed on a regular basis
annually is recommended) to ensure accuracy. Documents
hat have not been reviewed between audits are likely either
ut-of-date or not followed. Either situation should be cor-
ected. This fulfills two objectives: ensuring that personnel
now what the practices are and ensuring that the practices are
ppropriate.

.10. Excessively/repetitively delayed maintenance tasks

Inspections and tests of covered process equipment are
equired under the Mechanical Integrity element. These tasks
ay be scheduled through the facility’s preventive maintenance

ystem or through a separate inspection and test (I&T) plan, and
ay require equipment to periodically be taken out of service.
During the execution of an I&T plan, the schedule may need

o be adjusted due to production requirements. It is impor-
ant to evaluate if the inspection can reasonably be delayed
nd to document the justification for doing so. Care must be

aken to avoid continually postponing inspections for produc-
ion reasons. Excessive postponements have led to process
afety incidents. Escalating management approval requirements
or continued deferments combined with careful coordination

[
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ith operations can help to control, if not eliminate, this
roblem.

Tasks should be scheduled to best utilize the available
esources. Tasks should be performed first on equipment that
ose the highest risk, delaying tasks for those components for
hich there is a higher degree of confidence in the mechanical

ntegrity of the equipment.
If inspection and test schedules are routinely not followed,

he root cause should be evaluated and corrected (e.g. are the
requencies too low or are there insufficient resources).

. Conclusion

Triennial compliance audits are required under the PSM and
MP regulations, as well as some state regulations. These audits
an be time and resource consuming, and are often performed
y third parties. Well considered audits can identify regulatory
on-compliance and provide recommendations on improving
rogram efficiency and effectiveness.

Effective audits will seek not only to ensure compliance with
he regulations but to identify areas for improvement. Audits
an identify ineffective or wasteful policies and practices. This is
specially important in today’s operating environment of “better
esults with fewer resources”.

Despite the differences in approaches to process safety found
cross facilities and industries, the same types of program
hortcomings are often found. Through proper planning, per-
ormance, and follow-up, compliance audits can address these
roublesome areas and help ensure the continued success of pro-
ess safety programs.
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